1 Introduction
The solution of large-scale nonlinear problems pervades many facets of computational science and demands robust and exible solution strategies. The SNES component of PETSc 2] provides a powerful suite of datastructure-neutral numerical routines for such problems. These routines generally require some derivative matrix, such as the Jacobian or, when the nonlinear system arises from optimization, a Hessian. These derivatives can be approximated with nite di erences. However, the program will typically be more e cient and accurate if the programmer supplies a subroutine to compute the derivatives. Unfortunately, such a subroutine is often very complicated and di cult to program correctly by hand. We describe how automatic di erentiation (AD) tools such as ADIFOR 3] and ADIC 6] can be utilized within the PETSc framework to automatically generate the subroutine for computing the derivatives. To describe this procedure, we use a simple problem from the PETSc SNES examples.
Outline of Procedure
We refer to the user-de ned routines utilized by PETSc nonlinear solvers as FormFunction and FormJacobian, which compute the nonlinear function F (X) and the Jacobian matrix dF (X; dX ), respectively. The routine FormFunction often includes several calls to PETSc routines before and after the actual function computation. These calls take care of data structure setup and communication, enabling a completely local function computation. It is this local function that we will di erentiate using AD, and for that reason we will refer to it as ADFunction. After di erentiating this routine using AD to form g ADFunction, we build the FormJacobian routine. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 1 and outlined below. 1. Within the FormFunction routine, separate the PETSc pre-and postdeclaration from the local function evaluation. Extract the function computation into routine ADFunction. 2. Construct a composition le that lists the names of all of the source les that constitute the function evaluation program. 3. Construct a script le that tells ADIFOR/ADIC to di erentiate the procedure named ADFunction with the independent variable X and the dependent variable F , namely, to generate code to compute the derivative ...
AD_OVARS = F AD_IVARS = X AD_TOP = ADFunction
Evaluate dF(X, dX)
g_ADFunction(X, dX, F, dF, corner, user)
Evaluate F(X)
...
... call ADFunction(X, F, corner, user)
PETSc Post-Declaration ... ...
FormFunction(snes, X, F, user)
PETSc Pre-Declaration
FormJacobian(snes, X, jac, B, flag, user)
call g_ADFunction(X, dX, F, dF, corner, user) Store Derivatives into PETSc matrix
PETSc Post-Declaration ...
ADIFOR Declaration
PETSc Pre-Declaration 
Isolating ADFunction
Consider the version of FormFunction in Figure 2 . This is the Fortran version of SNES example 5 that is part of the standard PETSc distribution ($PETSC DIR/src/snes/examples/tutorials/ex5f.F). We have inserted comments to denote the beginning and end of the local function computation. This code can be extracted into the routine ADFunction, as shown in Figure 3 . The calls to PETSc routines surrounding this code make up the PETSC pre-and postdeclarations, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. A similar procedure can be employed for the C version. We note that newer versions of PETSc include a version of this example where most of the local function computation is encapsulated in the routine ApplicationFunction. However, the older version presented here seemed more appropriate for didactic purposes.
Running ADIFOR/ADIC
After the local function has been extracted into ADFunction, we can di erentiate this function using ADIFOR or ADIC. To use ADIFOR, we rst create a composition le specifying the le(s) containing ADFunction as well as a driver that calls ADFunction. Figure 6 gives an example of a composition le. Next we construct the ADIFOR script le shown in Figure 7 . We use the AD TOP keyword to specify that the function to be di erentiated is de ned by ADFunction. The independent variable (AD IVARS) is lx a and the dependent variable (AD DVARS) is lf a. We do not expect the length of lx a to exceed 100, and so we use this value for AD PMAX. For more information on ADIFOR script options, see the ADIFOR users manual 4]. If the lename for the ADIFOR script is ex5f.adf, we can invoke ADIFOR using the following command.
Adifor2.0 AD_SCRIPT=ex5f.adf ADIFOR normally generates code that uses arrays to store dense derivative objects, but it also capable of generating code that interfaces with the SparsLinC library 4]. This library provides support for creating, updating, and extracting dynamically allocated sparse derivative objects. Figure 8 shows an ADIFOR script for generating code using sparse derivative objects. To make it easier to distinguish between the two types of code generated by ADIFOR, we use the AD SEP option to specify a pre x of g$ for variables and functions in the dense version and a pre x of g for those in the SparsLinC version. The g$ADFunction and g ADFunction subroutines produced by ADIFOR are provided in Appendixes A and B, respectively. ADIC can be invoked by the following command, where ex5.init is the initialization le in Figure 9 . See 5] for more information on ADIC options. The resultant code is provided in Appendix C. 
Constructing FormJacobian
We constructed four versions of FormJacobian. The rst version uses the ADIFOR-generated routine g$ADFunction to compute the Jacobian. This version is most appropriate when the Jacobian is dense. The second version uses the ADIFOR-generated routine g ADFunction to compute a sparse representation of the Jacobian. This version is most appropriate when the Jacobian is sparse but the sparsity pattern is unknown. The third version employs g$ADFunction to compute a compressed representation of the Jacobian using the strategy discussed in 1]. This method uses a coloring of the Jacobian to store structurally othogonal columns of the Jacobian in a single column of the compressed representation. The structure of the Jacobian can be supplied by the user or determined automatically. The nal version uses the ADIC-generated routine ad ADFunction to compute the Jacobian. As enumerated earlier, the FormJacobian routine consists of ve parts: PETSc predeclarations, AD setup, calling of the AD-generated function, reformatting of the Jacobian, and PETSc postdeclarations. The rst and fth parts are based on the FormFunction routine and are the same for all versions. In the following sections we describe the other three phases for each version. See Appendixes D{G to see how the ve phases are assembled into a complete subroutine.
Jacobian
In this version, we evaluate the Jacobian matrix over the locally owned part of the grid by calling the dense version of ADIFOR-generated code. Here we present the three phases of AD setup, calling the AD-generated routine, and transferring data to PETSc data structures. The complete FormJacobian routine can be found in Appendix D.
AD Setup
The following variables are declared for use in AD.
double precision g$lx_a(g$pmax$, max_x), g$lf_a(g$pmax$, max_f) double precision der(0:max_x) integer ind(0:max_x) integer nsize_x, nsize_f
The parameter g$pmax$ is the maximum number of columns in the Jacobian. Typically this will be the same as max x, the length of lx a, and should be consistent with the value used for AD PMAX in the ADIFOR script. The variables g$lx_a and g$lf_a are used to store the seed matrix (see 4] for more information on seed matrices) and Jacobian, respectively. The variables der and ind are used in transferring the Jacobian to a PETSc matrix. The variables nsize x and nsize f are used to store the size of the local portions of X and F, respectively. To compute the Jacobian, we initialize the seed matrix g$lx_a to the identity matrix. In order to do so, we need to know the size of the local portion of vector X, which can be determined by using the following PETSc call.
call VecGetLocalSize (localX,nsize_x,ierr) Once the size of localX is known, we perform the following initialization. We invoke the AD-generated routine as follows.
call g$ADFunction(nsize_x, X, g$lx_a, g$pmax$, F, g$lf_a, g$pmax$, + xs, ys, xm, ym, gxs, gys, gxm, gym, user)
Transfer AD-generated Jacobian into PETSc Data Structures
To assemble global sti ness matrices, one needs to be able to determine the global node number of each local node including the ghost nodes. These values can be determined by using the PETSc routine DAGetGlobalIndices.
call DAGetGlobalIndices(da,n,ltog_v,ierr)
The output argument n contains the number of local nodes, including ghost nodes, while ltog v contains a list of the global indices that correspond to the local nodes. We determine the size of the local portion of F using the same PETSc routine as we did for X.
call VecGetLocalSize(localF,nsize_f,ierr)
We store derivatives in the PETSc Jacobian matrix row by row as follows. The expressions ltog_v(j -1) and ltog_v(i -1) arise because indices in PETSc start at 0, as in C, while the variables we have used in AD follow the Fortran convention of starting at 1. 
Sparse Jacobian
In the second version, we evaluate the Jacobian matrix over the locally owned part of the grid by calling the SparsLinC version of ADIFOR-generated code. Here we present the three phases of AD setup, calling the AD-generated routine, and transferring data to PETSc data structures. The complete FormJacobian routine can be found in Appendix E.
AD Setup
In order to use SparsLinC, we must initialize it using the following call.
call xspini After we have nished using SparsLinC, we should clean up with the following call.
call xspfra
The calls can be performed within the FormJacobian routine, or at a higher level, such as the main program. If FormJacobian is to be used more than once, we can reduce the overhead of calling these routines by calling them from the main program.
We declare the ADIFOR derivative variables as follows.
integer g_lx_a(max_x), g_lf_a(max_f) double precision der(max_x) integer ind(max_x) integer nsize_x, nsize_f
These variables play the same roles as they did in the dense version. Note, however, that g$lx_a and g$lf_a do not have a leading dimension of g$pmax$ as in the dense case. This is because these variables are used as pointers to dynamically allocated SparsLinC data structures. Again we initialize the seed matrix to the identity matrix. However, since sparse derivative vectors are being used, each seed vector g_lx_a(i) contains only a single nonzero entry, with index i and value one. one = 1.0 do i = 1, nsize_x call dspsd(g_lx_a(i), i, one, 1) enddo
Call g ADFunction
We invoke the AD-generated routine as follows.
call g_ADFunction(X, g_lx_a, F, g_lf_a, + xs, ys, xm, ym, gxs, gys, gxm, gym, user)
Transfer AD-generated Jacobian into PETSc Data Structures
We store derivatives in the PETSc Jacobian matrix row by row as follows. The dspxsq routine extracts derivative values from the SparsLinC data structure g_lf_a(i) and stores the indices and values in ind and der, respectively. 
Compressed Jacobian
In the third version, we compute a compressed Jacobian matrix over the locally owned part of the grid by calling the ADIFOR-generated code. Our basic strategy is to compute a sparse Jacobian using SparsLinC the rst time the Jacobian is computed, then use the sparsity pattern of this Jacobian to identify structurally orthogonal columns of the Jacobian. Thereafter, we compute a compressed Jacobian and test to verify that the sparsity pattern has not changed. If the pattern has changed, we recompute the Jacobian using SparsLinC. Because this scheme is complex, we encapsulate it in d ADFunction, a routine called by FormJacobian. The complete FormJacobian and d ADFunction routines can be found in Appendix F.
AD Setup
We declare the following derivatives for use in AD.
The variable g$lx_a is used to store a seed matrix based on the sparsity pattern of the Jacobian, while g$lf_a is used to store the compressed Jacobian. The parameter g$pmax$ should be at least the number of columns in the compressed Jacobian. A conservative value is the number of columns in the Jacobian. The variables g_lx_a and g_lf_a are pointers to sparse representations of the seed matrix and Jacobian, respectively. The ag vcheck indicates whether we should check whether the sparsity structure of the Jacobian has changed. The variables npairs, indrow, and indcol are used to store the sparsity structure. The variable ind is used in transferring the Jacobian to the PETSc matrix. Because we use SparsLinC for the rst Jacobian evaluation, we must perform the same initialization and cleanup as in the sparse version. In the event that the sparsity pattern is already known, the user can supply it using the variables npairs, indrow, and indcol and the rst evaluation can be performed by using a compressed Jacobian rather than SparsLinC.
In computing the compressed Jacobian, we call the dsm coloring routine to identify sets of structurally orthogonal columns. The \colors" of the columns are stored in ngrp, and the number of colors is stored in maxgrp. We compress the Jacobian by storing all columns of the same color in the same column of g$lf_a.
We accomplish this by initializing the seed matrix g$lx_a as follows.
If we wish to verify that the sparsity structure has not changed, we add a random column to the seed matrix. The compressed Jacobian will contain a Jacobian-vector product in this column, which can be used to check whether the sparsity pattern has changed. if (vcheck) then ncols = maxgrp + 1 do i = 1, nnx call get_random(g$lx_a(maxgrp1, i)) enddo else ncols = maxgrp endif
Call g$ADFunction
call g$ADFunction(ncols, lx_a, g$lx_a, g$pmax$, lf_a, g$lf_a, * g$pmax$, xs, ys, xm, ym, gxs, gys, gxm, gym, * user)
Determine Whether Sparsity Pattern Has Changed
If vcheck is true, we compare the Jacobian-vector product computed in the last column of g$lf_a with the product of the Jacobian stored in the rest of g$lf_a (in compressed form) with the random vector in the last column g$lx_a. If they are the same, we believe that the current sparsity pattern is still valid, and we accept the derivatives. If not, we reevaluate the Jacobian using SparsLinC as described above.
After recomputing the Jacobian, we compare the sparsity patterns. If the di erence between these sparsity patterns is \small", then we merge (by union) the two index sets. Otherwise, we discard the old one and replace it with the new sparsity pattern. See Appendix F for the actual implementation of this strategy.
Transfer AD-generated Jacobian into PETSc Data Structures
Because columns of the same color are structurally orthogonal, we can recover each nonzero element of the Jacobian by using the row index and color of the column index for that element. Thus, using a rowpointer array ptr_F, a column-index array id_F, and an array the coloring information, we can construct a column-value array d_F, such that the nonzero values for the i ? th row of the Jacobian are stored in d_F(ptr_F(i)){d_F(ptr_F(i+1)-1). Derivatives are then transferred into a PETSc Jacobian matrix row by row as follows.
ADIC Jacobian
In the fourth version, we evaluate the Jacobian matrix over the locally owned part of the grid by calling the ADIC generated code. Again we present the three phases of AD setup, calling the AD-generated routine, and transferring data to PETSc data structures. The complete FormJacobian routine can be found in Appendix G.
AD Setup
We include two header les that de ne data structures and macros for AD.
#include "ad_deriv.h" #include "adintrinsics.h"
We also declare the following variables for use in AD. 
Call ad ADFunction
We invoke the ADIC-generated routine as follows.
ad_ADFunction(ad_x, ad_f, xs, ys, xm, ym, gxs, gys, gxm, gym, &ad_user) ;
Transfer AD-generated Jacobian into PETSc Data Structures
To assemble global sti ness matrices, one needs to be able to determine the global node number of each local node, including the ghost nodes. These values can be determined by using the PETSc routine DAGetGlobalIndices. ierr = DAGetGlobalIndices(user->da,&nloc,&ltog)
The output argument nloc contains the number of local nodes, including ghost nodes, while ltog contains a list of the global indices that correspond to the local nodes. Derivatives are extracted by using the macro ad_GET_DERIV and stored in the PETSc Jacobian matrix row by row as follows. Note the similarity between this code and the code presented for dense ADIFOR in Section 5.1.3. The principal di erences arise because of the di erences in matrix indexing in Fortran and C. We presented a general strategy for using ADIFOR or ADIC to assist in developing a subroutine for computing the Jacobian of a function. This subroutine can be used by the SNES component of PETSc. The basic approach is to isolate a local function evaluation from PETSc data distribution instructions, apply ADIFOR or ADIC to this local function, then encapsulate the code generated using AD in a subroutine that performs the appropriate distribution of data. We demonstrated how this strategy could be applied to one of the PETSc example programs using each of four di erent approaches to computing the Jacobian via AD. A g$ADFunction call dspcpq(g_lf_a(row), g_lx_a(row)) lf_a(row) = lx_a(row) C--------else call dspcpq(g_u, g_lx_a(row)) u = lx_a(row) C--------call dspg3q(g_uxx, -hydhx, g_lx_a(row + 1), -hydhx, g_lx_a +(row -1), hydhx * two, g_u) uxx = hydhx * (two * u -lx_a(row -1) -lx_a(row + 1)) C--------call dspg3q(g_uyy, -hxdhy, g_lx_a(row + gxm), -hxdhy, g_lx +_a(row -gxm), hxdhy * two, g_u) uyy = hxdhy * (two * u -lx_a(row -gxm) -lx_a(row + gxm) *) C--------d5_v = exp(u) d1_p = d5_v call dspg3q(g_lf_a(row), (-sc) * d1_p, g_u, 1.0d0, g_uyy, +1.0d0, g_uxx) lf_a(row) = uxx + uyy -sc * d5_v C------- E Sparse FormJacobian call MatAssemblyBegin(jac,MAT_FINAL_ASSEMBLY,ierr) call VecRestoreArray(localX,lx_v,lx_i,ierr) call MatAssemblyEnd(jac,MAT_FINAL_ASSEMBLY,ierr) C Set flag to indicate that the Jacobian matrix retains an identical C nonzero structure throughout all nonlinear iterations (although the C values of the entries change). Thus, we can save some work in setting C up the preconditioner (e.g., no need to redo symbolic factorization for C ILU/ICC preconditioners). C -If the nonzero structure of the matrix is different during C successive linear solves, then the flag DIFFERENT_NONZERO_PATTERN C must be used instead. If you are unsure whether the matrix C structure has changed or not, use the flag DIFFERENT_NONZERO_PATTERN. C -Caution: If you specify SAME_NONZERO_PATTERN, PETSc C believes your assertion and does not check the structure C of the matrix. If you erroneously claim that the structure C is the same when it actually is not, the new preconditioner C will not function correctly. Thus, use this optimization C feature with caution! flag = SAME_NONZERO_PATTERN return end Due to grid point reordering with DAs, we must always work with the local grid points, and then transform them to the new global numbering with the "ltog" mapping (via DAGetGlobalIndices()). We cannot work directly with the global numbers for the original uniprocessor grid! */ int FormJacobian(SNES snes,Vec X,Mat *J,Mat *B,MatStructure *flag,void *ptr) { AppCtx *user = (AppCtx *) ptr; /* user-defined applicatin context */ Mat jac = *J; /* Jacobian matrix */ Vec localX = user->localX, localF = user->localF; /* local vector */ int *ltog; /* local-to-global mapping */ int ierr, i, j; int nloc, xs, ys, xm, ym, gxs, gys, gxm, gym; Scalar * /* Scatter ghost points to local vector, using the 2-step process DAGlobalToLocalBegin(), DAGlobalToLocalEnd() Computations can be done while messages are in transition, by placing code between these two statements. */ ierr = DAGlobalToLocalBegin(user->da,X,INSERT_VALUES,localX); CHKERRQ(ierr); ierr = DAGlobalToLocalEnd(user->da,X,INSERT_VALUES,localX); CHKERRQ(ierr); /* Get pointer to vector data */ ierr = VecGetArray(localX,&x); CHKERRQ(ierr); /* Get local grid boundaries */ ierr = DAGetCorners(user->da,&xs,&ys,PETSC_NULL,&xm,&ym,PETSC_NULL); CHKERRQ(ierr); ierr = DAGetGhostCorners(user->da,&gxs,&gys,PETSC_NULL,&gxm,&gym,PETSC_NULL); CHKERRQ(ierr); /* Get the global node numbers for all local nodes, including ghost points */ ierr = DAGetGlobalIndices(user->da,&nloc,&ltog); CHKERRQ(ierr); ierr = VecGetLocalSize(localX, &nsize_x); CHKERRQ(ierr); ierr = VecGetLocalSize(localF, &nsize_f); CHKERRQ(ierr); /* Compute entries for the locally owned part of the Jacobian.
D Dense FormJacobian C ---------------------------------------------------------------------
-Currently, all PETSc parallel matrix formats are partitioned by contiguous chunks of rows across the processors. The "grow" parameter computed below specifies the global row number corresponding to each local grid point. -Each processor needs to insert only elements that it owns locally (but any non-local elements will be sent to the appropriate processor during matrix assembly). -Always specify global row and columns of matrix entries. -Here, we set all entries for a particular row at once. Set flag to indicate that the Jacobian matrix retains an identical nonzero structure throughout all nonlinear iterations (although the values of the entries change). Thus, we can save some work in setting up the preconditioner (e.g., no need to redo symbolic factorization for ILU/ICC preconditioners).
-If the nonzero structure of the matrix is different during successive linear solves, then the flag DIFFERENT_NONZERO_PATTERN must be used instead. If you are unsure whether the matrix structure has changed or not, use the flag DIFFERENT_NONZERO_PATTERN. -Caution: If you specify SAME_NONZERO_PATTERN, PETSc believes your assertion and does not check the structure of the matrix. If you erroneously claim that the structure is the same when it actually is not, the new preconditioner will not function correctly. Thus, use this optimization feature with caution! */ *flag = SAME_NONZERO_PATTERN; return 0; }
